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This section focuses on reflections from young 
students of  ICMAB and how they have been pursuing 
their CMA career path and facing challenges in CMA 
study at the beginning of  their career.

WorldCMA Students’

Why do you pursue CMA education from ICMAB? 
Explain in detail?

Well, nothing can happen without any reason and I 
definitely have some reasons for choosing CMA form 
ICMAB. From the very beginning of  my academic 
journey, I was a student of  business school which 
always motivated me to get some higher education in 
business studies and that was the main reason behind 
my decision for enrolling into professional course. 
Another reason for enrolling into professional course 
was that I was not so curious about the traditional 
jobs that are available in the market and always 
dreamt to be a corporate leader. So, when I was at 
the final level student of  my graduation, I started to 
gather information about the professional institutes 
that provide professional degrees in our country. 
At that time, I came to know about this renowned 
institute. Moreover, one of  our varsity teachers used 
to motivate us to get professional degrees. On several 
occasions, he told us about ICMAB and the increasing 
demand of  CMAs for a diversified market. I also 
came to know about CMA profession from the elder 
brothers of  my department and made up my mind to 
admit into ICMAB. You know, there is operation of  
ICMAB in Rajshahi. So, immediately after completing 
BBA in 2016, I got admitted in ICMAB Rajshahi Branch 
and continued my MBA and CMA course together. 
After completing my MBA in 2017, I moved to Dhaka 
Branch and since then I continue here.   

How do you make a comparison between CMA 
education and other academic qualifications?

Well, its goanna tough for me to make a comparison 
between a professional education and the academic 
qualification. Here I think the aspect of  these two 
learning systems is different. CMA education is a 
profession-oriented education system while the 
academic courses are quite in general. For some 
argument if  we put CMA education for a moment with 
the other academic degrees in a basket considering 
them as theoretical in nature, this will not be a fair 
mix as the depth of  CMA education is much deeper 
than the academic qualification.  So, I like to conclude 
by saying that by learning the theories of  different 
authors in academic books is not enough to make 
oneself  competent for the market. He/she needs a 
professional degree for the changing demand.   

What are the main challenges you faced in studying 
for CMA education?

As I already mentioned, I started my CMA journey 
in Rajshahi Branch where I faced a number of  
difficulties. At that time study materials were not 
readily available in Rajshahi. We had to collect books 
from Dhaka by Courier. Supportive materials were 
totally unavailable. In Rajshahi there are only few 
fellow and associate members. So, they used to assign 
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course teachers from different professions. Resource 
persons have vast knowledge in their disciplines but 
they are not certified members. As a result, we have 
faced difficulties in sorting out some technical issues 
at that time.

After completing MBA, I decided to continue CMA 
study solely for two years without starting any job. 
I felt maintaining job life and regular study would be 
quite difficult. That was a hard time indeed. All of  my 
batch mates started their career while I was a full-time 
student like the undergrade boys. But Alhamdulillah I 
have nothing to regret now as I have passed a number 
of  subjects in that time. 

To talk a bit more about the difficulty, at the beginning 
there was no class arrangement for strategic level that 
created problem for us.

Do you think that CMA qualification will help you 
to get added advantage in the job market?

I do really believe it. I have completed academic 
qualifications and now studying professional 
qualification. As I am in a job, I have the opportunity 
to know what the employers want. Academic 
qualifications teach us the theories not the application 
in detail but in real world one needs to know the 
applications. The CMA qualification teaches us not 
only the theories but also the real world applications. 
While pursuing CMA, our learning is updated with the 
requirement of  the market. So, I strongly believe when 
I would CMA degree and being up to date, definitely it 
will add value in my career.  

What are the strategies you are following to 
complete the CMA education on schedule?

Well, to complete CMA education, I am following 
the strategy of  the Tortoise. We all have very much 
well known about that popular story where a first 
running rabbit was defeated by a steady tortoise. 
From the beginning I have never been in a hurry for 
my study. I would like to take a bit more time to 
complete a course. When I get stuck or feel the urge 
of  quick completion, I cheer up myself  that I am in 
a professional learning not in an academic constraint. 
I am slow yet I am steady in winning this race. This 
would also help me in learning things broadly and to 
relate learning with the reality. 

What do you expect to get from ICMAB as a 
student?

In our academic life, we all have gone through a number 
of  steps. But ICMAB is something special. Students of  
this beautiful institute can only understand this feeling. 
To me ICMAB is a name of  Love. So, whom you love 
you definitely have some expectation from them. As 
a student my first expectation is to see this lovely 
institute as a global institute. Although it has a wide 
reputation of  producing quality members, we are 
falling behind of  the other international professional 
bodies. In international professional exams, there 
are reading time and examiner comments, both 
of  which would be very effective to overcome the 
hurdles. I expect ICMAB would consider these things 
to introduce in our exam to make our institute more 
global standard. Another point that I would like to raise 
is about curriculum changes. Since the business world 
is increasingly technology oriented, our curriculum 
needs a revision to adapt with these changes. 

Could you remember any memorable event during 
your study at ICMAB?

This journey with ICMAB have produced countless 
memories in my life. This campus at Nilkhet is a hub of  
memories. I would like to share a memory of  2018. It 
was early 2018. I was quite new at the Dhaka campus 
and used to go to library every day. That evening there 
was member reception program in the auditorium. I 
was very excited as I was going to experience it first 
time, watching the newly qualified member in such 
an occasion. So far, I remember 8 persons qualified 
that time and the way they were greeted was really 
amazing. I actually realized that time how much 
prestigious it was for them to become a gemstone 
from a mere viewer. Since then, I am dreaming for my 
day, to be there, right on the stage.

To fulfill your future dream comes true; do you 
think the CMA qualification will be able to fulfill 
your Aspirations?

Yes, I do believe it. As I already said I am here with 
the dream to be a corporate leader. ICMAB is such an 
organization that produces leaders. It has now 1500+ 
members who are serving in different prominent roles 
both in and out of  the country. The success of  our 
distinguish members in their particular fields easily 
proved the ability of  our institute. So if  other things 
remain time oriented and I become a qualified member 
In-Sha -Allah my dream will come true through the 
help of  this prestigious CMA degree. 

[Interviewed by: Sazedul Hoq FCMA]
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